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PURPOSE OF TALK
• Encourage you to be cheaper (i.e. on 

a $/mile of stream) but more effective
(i.e. cheerful and efficient) in your 
riparian and stream restoration efforts 

• Specifically, highlight role ‘meals’ can 
play to kick start recovery and hand 
over ‘meal preparation’ to system

Expectation
Management is 

Critical



PROBLEM IS SIMPLE TO STATE…

• Scope of stream and river 
degradation is massive

• Even with ~ $10 Billion spent 
annually, barely scratching 
surface

• We spend disproportionate 
amount of money on too few 
miles of streams and rivers

• Leaving millions of miles 
neglected…

USGS

https://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/ecology/pubs/cir-1391/


BIG RIVERS ARE IMPORTANT, BUT…
• They constitute < 10% of the 3.5 million miles 

of streams in US…

US EPA (2007)

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-10/documents/2007_5_16_streamsurvey_wsa_assessment_may2007.pdf


NO MATTER HOW YOU SLICE IT…
• There are 1-2 orders 

of magnitude more 
miles of streams in 
need of help than we 
currently pour our 
money and effort into

US EPA (2007)



WHY ALWAYS TONKA TOYS?



TYPICAL RESTORATION PROCEDURE
• Surgery (channel realignment/grading)
1. Shaving and clearing the surface 

(remove vegetation)
2. Opening the system up with (i.e. 

cutting an access route in)
3. Rearranging what’s inside or 

operating (i.e. the grading)
4. Stitching the cut back up (e.g. re-

seeing, erosion control, planting)
5. Over fortify channel with preservatives 

(rip rap)  over fear it might exercise



DON’T MISUNDERSTAND ME…

• I’m not saying that surgery is always bad or not 
necessary in some cases



DYNAMIC STREAMS = HEALTHY ECOSYSTEMS

• To keep varied habitat, we need dynamic streams
• Yet, we’re not very good at restoring dynamism



CHEAP & CHEERFUL EASIEST TO 
EXPLAIN WITH AN ANALOGY
• Shine some light on an old health

analogy for rivers & argue how 
this should change how we go 
about stream restoration

• Specifically, highlight The Role of 
Meals and Exercise in Restoring 
Healthy Lifestyles for Rivers

Gary Brierley & Kirstie Fryirs



THE RIVER HEALTH ANALOGY…
• What is a healthy diet for a river?
• Different rivers have different metabolisms.
• What is role of exercise in a healthy life-style?
• What is it beaver do? What could meals do?
• Premise:

– Most existing restoration practices akin to medical 
procedures & treatments

– Using C & C treatements is more like helping prepare 
meals for a system

– Ultimate goal is ‘system’ can self-prepare its own 
meals (i.e. self-sustaining) and exercise on its own

2017. Wheaton JM. What is a river's health? What role do restoration treatments 
play in improving or sustaining good health? Upper Midwest Stream Restoration 
Symposium. La Crosse, WI. DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.2.15857.48486 ·

A BDA recipe just helps you 
prepare one dish in a meal

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/314079209_What_is_a_river's_health_What_role_do_restoration_treatments_play_in_improving_or_sustaining_good_health
http://prrsum.umn.edu/symposium/2017-umsrs
http://dx.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.15857.48486


Bridge Creek, OR
Photo by Nick Weber

UNDER APPRECIATION OF….

Wohl (2013) Eart Science Reviews
DOI: 10.1016/j.earscirev.2013.04.009

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.earscirev.2013.04.009


BDA – BEAVER DAM ANALOGUES
• A term we made up in Pollock et al. (2012) from Bridge 

Creek project
• Channel-spanning structures, mimicking beaver dams

Pollock et al. (2014)  Bioscience
DOI: 10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.11.019

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.11.019


ORIGINAL BDA STRUCTURE TYPES

Design Life: < 1 year; Actual lifespan (1- 10+ years)
From Pollock et al. (2012)



STRUCTURAL ADDITIONS 
NOT A NEW IDEA…
‘Exemples de correction hydraulique 
torrentielle’ – Figure 66 from Frédéric 
Liébault (2003); used extensively in 
afforestation in France in 1870s-1890s

Série de barrages rustiques en 
pierres sèches [Demontzey, 1894]

Fascinages vivants [Demontzey, 1894]

Clayonnages à parement avec 
longrines [d’après Demontzey, 1882]

Fascinage [d’après Demontzey, 1878] 



THE EXAMPLE THAT GAVE BDAs CREDIBILITY

• Restoration using BDAs 
+ beaver as restoration 
agent actually produced 
a population level 
increase in density, 
survival and production 
of ESA listed salmon

See Bouwes et al. (2016) DOI: 10.1038/srep28581

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/srep28581


MANY VARIATIONS OF THE BDA RECIPE

• Our early recipes 
overlooked importance of 
mattress



BEAVER FEAVER
• Conservation and 

restoration involving this 
rodent is not new…



PARACHUTING BEAVER ACTUALLY WORKED WELL

• Fall 1948, 76 live nuisance beaver from McCall 
parachuted with only one fatality (Heter, 1950)

• Cost per beaver transplant:< $16/beaver

Hetter (1950) 
Journal of Wildlife Management

http://boisestatepublicradio.org/post/parachuting-beavers-idahos-wilderness-yes-it-really-happened


EXERCISE, RESIDENCE TIME & BEAVER DAMS?

• Vertical connectivity 
increased by increasing:
– stage, hydraulic head
– hyporheic exchanges and 

groundwater exchanges
• That drives increases in 

lateral connectivity 
and increases channel-
floodplain interactions

From: USFS (2004) Riparian Restoration
(SDTDC 04231 1201)

• Longitudinal connectivity is decreased by:
– Slowing, diverting and obstructing flow 
– Changing the timing, delivery and residence time of water, 

sediment, nutrients, carbon, wood, etc.

http://www.blm.gov/style/medialib/blm/wo/blm_library/tech_refs.Par.75656.File.dat/TR_1737-22.pdf


BEAVER LIKE TO MAKE MESSES

But it is precisely that 
messiness, that is so critical 
to ecosystem health

• Dam complexes increase 
system roughness & resilience

• Create ponds, wetlands & 
critical habitat for fish, 
amphibians, small mammals, 
vegetation

• Increase LWD
• Expand riparian areas
• Increase groundwater 

recharge/ elevate water tables
• Change timing, delivery and 

storage or water, sediment 
and nutrients

Bird et al. (2011)

http://www.wildearthguardians.org/site/DocServer/Beaver_and_Climate_Change_Final.pdf?docID=3482


THE BEAVER DECIDES INGRDIENTS, 
SERVING SIZE AND MEAL FREQUENCY



: STRUCTURE TYPES
PALS – Debris Jam PALS – Bank Attached

PALS – Mid Channel Seeding

Flow

Flow Flow

Flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
post assisted log structures (PALS). We have three types based on their position in the channel and orientation. Debris jams span the bankfull channel, deflectors constrict the channel 50-90% and are attached to one bank, mid channel structures are not attached to a bank but can still constrict the channel 50-90%Seeding structures are not secured by posts. We typically placed them in areas that were already relatively complex to keep the LWD loading high.Seeding can be straight up seeding – throw wood in the stream, fish cover, or spanners (unsecured debris jams, typically single piece) 



SELECTIVE  FELLING TO INCREASE LWD DENSITY
• Great cheap & cheerful 

example
• A lot can be done with 

some strategic inputs…
• Serving size?

See: Carah et al. (2014)
DOI: 10.1080/02755947.2014.943861

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/02755947.2014.943861


ONCE THINGS ARE DESIGNED…
Gather the meal preparers… 
• The expertise and skill level of the 

caregiver or meal preparer need not be as 
high (e.g. expensive surgeons or a chef 
with a Michelin Star)

• The stakes of any individual meal are 
relatively low (you probably won’t kill 
guests)….



LOTS OF WAYS TO BUILD BDAs…
BUT,  BY HAND IS BEST (just like beaver)

SGI/NRCS 2016 Workshop Participants working building a BDA: 
http://beaver.joewheaton.org/syllabus/workshop-schedules/2016---sage-grouse-initative-pheasants-forever-and-nrcs

http://beaver.joewheaton.org/syllabus/workshop-schedules/2016---sage-grouse-initative-pheasants-forever-and-nrcs


NOT ALL BDAs NEED POSTS



AN NRCS CLASS, SOME POSTLESS BDAs 
+ 4 BEAVER & 1.5 MONTHS =



A POSTLESS EXAMPLE…

• September 2016 – NRCS Class builds 4 
postless BDAs

• October 2016 – 6 more beaver 
introduced

• By November, they remodeled…

Valley Bottom
Old Wetted Extent

BDA Crest

New Dam Crest
Ponded Area
Overflow Area

Lodge

Flow Direction

BDA-1
Primary

BDA-1
Primary

BDA-2
2ndary

BDA-3
2ndary BDA-4

2ndary

Photo from April 2017
(8 months later)



PRPEARING MEALS STRAIGHT-FORWARD...
These critical tasks take more 
thought:
• Properly planning where meals go 

makes sense 
• Organizing and orchestrating 

implementation to feed many miles of 
streams with 100’s to 1000’s of small 
meals

• Feeding (hitting) system well enough 
that it will respond (through its 
metabolism & exercise) in a way that 
achieves desired response

• Allowing exercise!



REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS ARE CRITICAL
• Remember... If you’re relying on a rodent (or at least 

design ideas stolen from one)
• Don’t take too narrow of a focus on individual dams 

or one dam complex… take a broader view
• Beaver and wood come and go… as do their dams… 

and with that we get dynamism
• How ‘instant’ the gratification depends on the 

physiographic setting… 
• Expect the unexpected… (but not the implausible) 
• How vulnerable is project to predation, poaching, 

etc.?
• IF you have an invasive problem, you have an 

invasive problem



OUR PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO AM
• Lays out 

– How to pose testable 
design hypotheses

– Develop adaptive 
monitoring & maintenance

– Implement affordably

2016. Bouwes N, Bennett S and Wheaton 
JM. Fisheries. DOI: dx.doi.org/10.1080/03632415.2015.1127806

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/03632415.2015.1127806


HOW MAINTENANCE CAN BE DONE….

• Focus first at 
dam complex 
scale….



MUST CONSIDER STRUCTURE IN CONTEXT

Don’t be too 
reactionary! Some 
failures are good/ 
necessary!



MUCH EASIER TO GO PASSIVE IF YOU CAN

Transfer decision 
making & liability to the 

ecosystem engineer



ENTHUSIASM FOR NEW DIETS…   BUT
• How do we temper that enthusiasm constructively?
• How do we provide more realistic expectation 

management? 

Pollock et al. (2014)  Bioscience
DOI: 10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.11.019

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.11.019


SOME ATTEMPTS TO PLAN REALISTICALLY

• Where makes sense, 
where does not?

• Model capacity to 
support beaver dams as 
well as conflict potential

• BRAT: 
http://brat.joehwheaton.org

Macfarlane et al. (2016) DOI: 
10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.11.019

http://brat.joehwheaton.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.11.019


BRAT ESTIMATE

Segregate into likely 
management zones



READING THE RIVERSCAPE
• If you can ‘read’ riverscape, 

you’re 90% of way towards 
setting realistic expectations of 
what is possible (i.e. 
reference/analogues)

• Lots of jargon and ways to get 
there… Don’t get hung up on 
labels! Focus on concepts.

• Fryirs KA and Brierley GJ. 2013. Geomorphic 
Analysis of River Systems: An Approach to 
Reading the Landscape, First Edition. Blackwell 
Publishing Ltd.: Chichester, U.K., 345 pp. 



CROSS SECTIONAL VALLEY VIEW

• Riparian vegetation 
associations with 
different surfaces

• Floodplain = Valley 
Bottom = MAXIMUM 
Probable Riparian 
Extent

• Terraces = Former 
Floodplains

• Uplands = NON-
Riparian

The lateral and vertical 
dimensions…

From: USFS (2004) Riparian Restoration
(SDTDC 04231 1201)

http://www.blm.gov/style/medialib/blm/wo/blm_library/tech_refs.Par.75656.File.dat/TR_1737-22.pdf


VALLEY SETTING CONTINUUM

(2L + 2R)/2*stream Length

The longitudinal dimension…



WHAT IS A VALLEY?

From: Wheaton et al. (2015) – Geomorphology; 
DOI: 10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.07.010

The lateral and 
longitudinal 
dimensions…

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.07.010


IF YOU ARE A SURGEON…
• Do not panic, we still have rivers that     

need strategic surgery
• Think carefully about 

– Whether the finite resources you have to spend 
on a river’s health are best spent on strategic 
intervention at one little dot on the map?

– Is the patient going to be on life-support 
forever?

– When can the cast come off?
– Following surgery, what follow up is needed in 

terms of rest/recovery, meal preparation and 
what is the long-term road to the patient being 
able to feed itself and get regular exercise?



SORT OF LIKE THE CARROT…

• While nutrition science may be 
able to tell us all the ingredients 
(nutrients) that make up a good 
carrot…

• For some reason we can’t make an 
artificial carrot that is as good for 
us as a real carrot

• From a management perspective, 
who cares? Just eat the damn 
carrot!



TAKE AWAYS…

• Cheap & Cheerful focuses on simple, scaleable
solutions to address the true scope of degradation

• ‘Cheap’ is about efficiency – not bottom line
• Thinking of rivers as living systems, focuses our 

attention on healthy lifestyles for rivers through:
– Appropriate diet to structurally starved systems
– Expectations about exercise

• Structural additions to rivers (wood and beaver 
dams) are akin to preparing a meal

• Facilitate systems feeding themselves and getting 
regular exercise 

• Much of decision making is transferred to the river



QUESTIONS?

1913   vs.   2011



INCISED STREAMS ARE UBIQUITOUS

• One of the places where beaver alone, may not 
be enough



Phase 4

Dynamic Equilibrium
Phase 3

Aggrading

Phase 1

IncisingPhase 2

Widening

100

101

102

103

Cluer and Thorne, 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, I’ll just offer a short review of channel incision, which is actually a natural progression that stream go through - and I really like this figure that was adapted by cleur and thorne, which describes the process of channel incision, and especially incision recovery in 4 phases, and also offers an idea of the timescale that it takes to pass through each phase - The first being phase 1 which is the incision event itself, and describes rapid downcutting and massive sediment evacuation, and is often thought of as the most degraded state of the channel - Phase 2 describes the process of channel widening, which may last for several decades, in which the channel may begin to bounce around, erode the walls, and widen the incision trench - The third phase is the process of slow aggradation, which can occur when the inciison trench is wide enough that stream power and channel gradient are reduced, an inset floodplain develops and the channel begins to slowlsy aggrade. - And the final stage of incision recovery is phase 4, refered to as dynamic equilibrium, where sediment inputs equal outputs and a very dynamic and complex channel is created.Now, the timescale to transition between these recovery phases can be long, but can be greatly accelerated if roughness elements such as woody debris, riparian vegetaion, are introduced into the channel. - However, one of the best roughness elements you can get in stream channels is



THE INCISION-
AGGRADATION
CYCLE WITH 
BEAVER DAMS & 
BEAVER DAM 
ANALOGUES

Figure from  Pollock et al. (2014) Bioscience
DOI:  10.1093/biosci/biu036

http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/biosci/biu036


USING BEAVER TO RESTORE INCISED STREAMS

Figure from  Pollock et al. (2014) Bioscience
DOI:  10.1093/biosci/biu036

http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/biosci/biu036


SO HELP ‘EM OUT… BUY THEM POSTS TIME



FOUR STRUCTURE TYPES (BDAs)



HYPOTHESES

See Bouwes et al. (2016) DOI: 10.1038/srep28581

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/srep28581


AN EXAMPLE WHERE IT MATTERED…
• Restoration using 

beaver as restoration 
agent actually produced 
a population level 
increase in density, 
survival and production 
of ESA listed salmon

See Bouwes et al. (2016) DOI: 10.1038/srep28581

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/srep28581
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